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Rutherford Appleton Laboratory Motivation
Cyclotron Maser Radiation in Astrophysics,

Space and Laboratory Plasmas

Explain non-thermal cyclotron radio emission from
stellar and planetary systems.

Devise laboratory experiments to test the models.

Laboratory experiment - "Table Top Aurora"

Develop new methods for generating microwave
maser radiation in the laboratory



m ££fc£.£_ Cyclotron Maser Emission
• Gyromagnetic Resonance

co - nfl - ÎIVM =• 0

ti — Q 1 -D Cerenkov Condition
. .

• n ^ 0 a> & nO » k^ Cyclotron emission or
absorption of O mode and X
mode radiation.

Gyromagnetic Emission:
Cyclotron: non-relativistic

Gyro synchrotron: mildly relativistic
Synchrotron: ultra relativistic



m ££fc£.£_ Cyclotron Instabilities
• Cyclotron instabilities are classified as Reactive or Kinetic

• REACTIVE
- Due to particle bunching
- Axial bunching - along z
- Azimuthally bunching — bunching in angle (p associated with gyration in

magnetic fields:-
- Example Gyrotron

• KINETIC - Maser emission results from
df A nO. df

or ^ > 0
v±

Parallel drive Perpendicular drive

• First discussion of electron cyclotron maser radiation was by Twiss
(1958) to describe radio astronomical sources.

• Electron cyclotron maser emission is important for bright radio sources,
from planets to the Sun to active flare stars.



fe ££LL£_ History/Background
X-ray and radio observations of "active" stars over the past 25 years
have revealed a variety of different phenomena. Probably the most
significant result is the important role played by magnetic fields in these
stars (and the Sun!).
However, many of the different observations appear contradictory when
compared with each other.
For example, the X-ray spectral data reveals thermal emission (in the 1-
30 million K range), whereas the radio data is most often believed to be
non-thermal and can have brightness temperatures in excess of 1000
million K!
We started by reviewing the X-ray and radio observations of a wide
range of active stars and collected together a number of observational
"problems".
We then proposed a particular magnetic configuration for these active
stars and showed that with this one "assumption" we are able to explain
all the observations...
... and without any of the contradictions noted above!



feccLRc Observation a
Rutherford Appl«on Laboratofy V-^ KJ kJ V^ A T i l ! • A VF A A C*

Two Temperature X-ray Plasma
- 1-3 million K (i.e. very similar to the Sun!)

- 10-30 million K & larger volume (much larger than
the star, in fact - from eclipsing binaries)

X-ray vs Radio Luminosity

Polarized Radio Flares

"Slingshot" Stellar Prominences

First Resolved Radio Image - UV Ceti

[X-ray Plasma Abundances]
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X-ray vs Radio Luminosity of the Sun and Stars

A remarkable
correlation seems
to apply to the
radio and X-ray
emission from
solar flares and
active stars -
covering 8-10
orders of
magnitude!

But why should
the X-ray and
radio fluxes
correlate at all?
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Stellar "sling-shot"

Slingshot prominences
are seen in the optical
spectra of stars as a
dark "shadow"
crossing the bright
absorption lines of the
star.
The gradient of the
shadow gives
information about the
relative velocity of the
"cloud" and hence its
position or height
above the star.

\

Phase

Absorption

transients^

Velocity

Cloud 2

Corotation
radius

Cloud 1

Figurr. 2. [Schematic illustration of the relationship between the drift rate of an Absorp-
tion transient ami the distance of the cloud from the stellar rotation axis.
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First Radio Image of a
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Laboratory Analog - a Toroidal Dipole
Magnetic Trap

A dipole magnetic field forms a natural magnetic trap and is
responsible for the radiation belts around the Earth and other planets
(e.g. Jupiter).
It has been proposed as an ideal trap for fusion plasmas.

The main feature of a dipole
magnetic trap is the field
strength minimum at the
equator and increasing in
strength towards the poles.
In such a magnetic
configuration charged
particles will bounce back
and forth between their
mirror points in the northern
and southern hemispheres.



Schematic Picture of Ra
•^£5? Rutherford Appleton Laboratory

• Our model for the typical active star!

ray-jeimissxon
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All solar system planets with strong magnetic fields (Jupiter, Saturn,
Uranus, Neptune, and Earth) also produce intense radio emission -
with frequencies close to the cyclotron frequency.

Animation courtesy of NASA
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? w •

s
I w8

| /o7

1 /o6

1

-

- i

if 1

JI 12 14W 7 0 " /cr^ 10'-* 10
Incident kinetic flow power (W)

i.e. due to solar wind ram pressure

16 JO 11 J210* !0IW 10li IG1^ 10
Incident magnetic power (W)

13

(a) Initial radio Bode's law for the auroral radio emissions of the five radio planets
(Earth, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Neptune) (Desch and Kaiser, 1984; Zarka, 1992).
JD and JH correspond to the decameter and hectometer Jovian components,
respectively. The dashed line has a slope of 1 with a proportionality constant of 7.106.
Error bars correspond to the typical uncertainties in the determination of average
auroral radio powers, (b) Magnetic radio Bode's law with auroral and Io-induced
emissions (see text). The dotted line has a slope of 1 with a constant of 3.103.
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Electron acceleration in the au
DE-1 a t 1 1 0 0 0 k m over the polar c a p [Menietti&Burch,jGR, 90,5345,

Observations of auroral electrons

II

Electron distribution with a crescent
shaped peak in the downward direction

A crescent-shaped peak (p) with the
addition of a field-aligned hollow (h),
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Observations of au

Mountain-like surface plot of an auroral electron distribution
exhibiting a distinct beam at the edge of a relatively broad
plateau.



FAST Observations of electron distributions in the
Rutherford Appleian Laboratory SQUÎ CC rCfflOH

Delory etal. - GRL 25 (12), 2069-2072, 1998.
Delory etal. reported on high time-resolution 3-D observations of
electron distributions recorded when FAST was actually within the
AKR source region. In general, the electron distributions show a
broad plateau over a wide range of pitch angles.

They presented computer
simulations of the
evolution of the electron
distribution which
assumed plasma
conditions similar to those
observed by FAST and
which show similar results
to those observed.

•0.2 0-2

Figure 3. The results of numerical simulations shown in Figure
15 of the work by Winglcc and Pn'tcfieit [1986]. The distribution
in (a) has been stabilized by electrostatic waves; (b) shows diffu-
sion due to AKR growth when the energetic electrons dominate
the plasma.
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FAST Observations - Delory e/ ai GRL, 25(12), 2069,1998

The observed radio emission from UV Ceti is actually remarkably similar in form to the Earth's AKR
emission [AKR = Auroral Kilometric Radiation]. Here are some measurements of the electron
distribution functions seen in the AKR formation region.

FAST Qrijit 1B43 Plasma Wave Tracker & I

65.8
JWnum from 1997-02-QTWKMS-50

—~~ FAST Eesa Burst cfT
1997-02-07/20:49:55.396 - :5G..687

14,0

-5-1
-IBB

Pws. V*tocty (knVi)

Fixture 1. fa) Plasma Wave Tracker data and (b) electron contour
plot for orbit 1843. The solid tines represent boundaries for adia-
batic motion of electrons {s« Chin and Schuiz [1978]), while the
dotted inner circle shows ihe nesoiancc condition with £H = 0 in
Equation U) for the AKR burst near ^20:49:56 UT.

f s FAST Ortii 1907 Piaama Wave Tracks r & fM

VTT i ^ 6 * $$J?* L5*^
KB
AIM

FAST Eesa Survey ctf

-5-ior o
Para Velocity (knVs)

•14.3

-17.S

Hgure 3, (a) AKR spectra measured using ihe Plasma Wave
Track*!- instrument and (b) electron contour plots obtained in
source region for FASTorbii 1907.
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Strangeway et al. 2001 - FAST Data "Cartoon"

The figure shows an electron
distribution function acquired
by FAST within the aurural
density cavity (see later)* This
is the region where the auroral
kilometric radiation (AKR) is
generated.

The figure also shows the
envisaged flow of energy.
Parallel energy gained from
the electric field (stage 1) is
converted to perpendicular
energy by the mirror force
(stage 2). This energy is then
available for the generation of
AKR and diffusion to lower
perpendicular energy (stage 3).

Electron Distribution in
Density Cavity

0
Logs Cone

Upgoing to
Magnetosphere

-1-105

-1-105

Dowvngoing to
Ionosphere

, . i

1-12.0

-134

-14.9 tf>

-16.3

-5*104 0
Para. Velocity (km/s)

5MG4
1-17.8

1-

Energy Flow
1. Acceleration by Electric Fteld
2. Mirroring by Magnetic Mirror
3. Diffusion through Auroral Kilometric Radiation



Auroral Kilometric Radiation

• Emission from low density channels in auroral region.
• Narrow bandwidth at frequency just below electron
cyclotron frequency.
• Polarised in X mode and generated near perpendicular to
magnetic field.

Explanations have tended to focus on loss-cone instability,
but we suggest cyclotron instability associated with
formation of "horseshoe" distribution in beams.
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The bandwidth is also extremely narrow, from the
figure estimated to be about 0.05% or around 200 Hz.

Also in agreement with observations is the polarization
in the R-X mode.

\mV\

SATURATION
Non-linear saturation by decreasing JJL0

Mo ~
i I i r

II

/e. the opening angle and thermally spreading the
beam.
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Field aligned election bearns naturally fonn
a horseshoe distribution as they move into
stronger magnetic field regions. Hie
adiabatic in variance v±^/B = constant causes
the elections to lose parallel energy and
increase their perpendicular energy
producing the characteristic horseshoe
distribution with I dv± > 0.

Requirements

> 0).

where
eB

m

Low density cold background
such that nH > nc

AURORAL K1LOM6TRIC
RADIATION

DOWNWARD
ACCELERATED
ELGCTRON&

AURORAL
DENSITY

CAV1TV

EUWNWJUID m i f t
AUflFHD CVMUHTI

JUforjl procr-i%L
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Evolution of an auroral electron energy beam
distribution (Bryant and Perry, JGR, 100, 23711, 1995]

A-H show different altitudes
evenly space between 24000 and
1000 km. The velocity range is
from 0 up to 80 km/s.
Acceleration was assumed to tafe
place for 2000 km immediately
below A. This acceleration
produces a field-aligned beam at B
which steadily widens to become
the crescent-shaped feature in G
and then widens even further to
become almost isotropic in H.
A crucial feature of the wave
theory is the symmetry outside
the loss cone about the zero
parallel velocity axis, revealing
that the conic is simply the
magnetically mirrored outer part
of the down-going beam.

fogf
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Formation of horseshoe distributi

Beam with thermal spread
moving down converging
magnetic field lines.
Conservation of magnetic
moment means that
particles lose parallel
energy and gain
perpendicular energy.
Here, we show the
evolution of beam with
initial Maxwellian spread,
moving into increasing B
field.

0.5 1
Al

-1 -0.5 0 0.5 1

-1 -0.5 0 0.5 1
A4
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nco
CO

ce = 0
r

For small parallel wavenumber, resonant frequency is shifted below
cyclotron frequency by an amount dependent on the particle energy.

The effect of cyclotron resonance is to produce diffusion of the
particle in velocity space, mainly in the perpendicular degree
of freedom ( entirely in the perpendicular direction for propagation
normal to the field). This follows from momentum conservation.
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Dielectric tensor element (from Stix)

Yl-J n

I dP\
n 0 - 0 0

co-h^-nmjy

£%)± W
1 -v ,

with

Z-
(D

ce
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Make following simplifications:-

• Use cold plasma approximation for real part.
• Take account of imaginary part from n=\ term, assuming radiation
near fundamental cyclotron frequency.
• Assume z small, (effectively saying that perpendicular velocity
spread « c).

This allows us to make the approximation

J\(z)
1
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Modelling the Gro

2 coco
ce -1

o

dP P dp
dfj,

with P = ce - 1 (resonant momentum in units of me).

We then use

XX

to find the perpendicular refractive index. A negative imaginary part
corresponds to spatial growth of the wave.
Results below are given for pe = 0.1

0)
ce
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Modelling the Growth Rate of elec

The spatial growth rate can be obtained by solving

nclmk

Q
iwhere n is the refractive index and

1 0)
a = —

4Q

2 2 2m c
cO -1 V

dp p p=p0

is represented in spherical polar co-ordinates (p? ji, cp) with 9 replaced by
= cos 9 = p,,/ p

and the resonant momentum p0 = me (2(ric0-CD)/

The horseshoe distribution f(p, ji) = F(p) g(ji)

a =T
r

/

8F

~8p + Q
F

P) p=pt

destabilizing stabilizing
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Modelling the Growth Rate of elec

where

-1
1

- i

The first term in a results in emission of the waves if

dFIdp is +ve at the resonant momentum.
The second term is -ve and goes to zero if g becomes uniform on
the interval [-1,1 ]

The beam requires the correct _L spread to trigger the emission of
AKR
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A test particle description of the surfatron acceleration model can easily be described using
relativistic equations for the particle. Consider a magnetic field in the z direction and a wave with a
longitudinal electric field moving in the y direction. The equations of motion for an electron are

B ddp J( _

moy dt
eEaniky-at) ± = I^

moy - dt moy
where m0 is the electron rest mass,/^ is the particles momentum (= ym0 vt).

If we switch to normalised units, these equations simplify to

where a = oo !k the wave phase speed and B^eE/mcQeo and (£?eois the non-relativistic cyclotron frequency)

Numerical solution of equations for a wave speed of a
= a>k= 0.3, k = 0.2, and/?= 1.045, depicting phase
space diagram for x andjv components of the
perpendicular momenta which form a ring
perpendicular to the magnetic field.

»•>-

0.3-

Contourplot in momentum space of the electron
momentum components depicting a background
Maxwelhan and a perpendicular ring
distribution.

Spatial growth rate of R-X mode for
the ring distribution
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Model Input

Modelling the Growth Rate of elec

0 1

2000

40

50
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Growth Rate of Electron Cyclotron

AKR in Auroral Zone
Consider a horseshoe centred on py = 0.1 mec - i.e. a 5 keV beam, with a thermal width of
0.02 mec and an opening angle of ]io= 0.5 moving in a low density Maxwellian plasma with

Te = 312 eV, 6

cop/ftce = 1/40.

A typical convective growth
length across B Lc = 2rc/Im k± is
10 X. For a cyclotron frequency of
440 kHz the convective growth
distance is of order 5 km allowing
many e-foldings within the <«!«>)
auroral cavity which has a
latitudinal width of about 100 km.
The growth rate decreases for
increasing u.o and increasing
thermal width of the horseshoe
distribution.

0.995 0.999
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0.06 -

0.05 -

0.04 -

0.03 -

-0.01

0.02 -

0.01 -

M

0.9955 0.996 0.9965 0.997 0.9915 0.993 0.9935 0.999 0.9995
wave / cyclotron frequency

0.04

0.03

0.02

0.01

-0.01

-0.02 I I I I I I I I

0.9955 0.996 0.9965 0.997 0.9975 0.998 0.9925
wave / cyclotron frequency

0.999 0.9995 1

The imaginary part of the refractive index as a function of frequency for a mean
beam energy of 5 keV and a thermal spread of 50 eV. The magnetic field ratio is 3
on the left and 5 on the right.



Main Features of
Rutherford Applrton Laboratory ITXttlll 1 U l l U l t J UK
Rutherford Applrton Laboratory

High spatial growth rate when magnetic field ratio becomes
high enough.

Radiation from a given region is in a narrow bandwidth
below the local electron cyclotron frequency.

For densities in the range of interest, the instability growth
rate decreases with density, so low density regions are
favoured, in agreement with the observation that emission
takes place from low density channels.
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Why the X-mode and

The tensor elements which enter into the X-mode dispersion
relation appear to zero order in the expansion in z of the Bessel
functions.

For the O-mode a non-zero imaginary part appears at order z2,
This means that the growth rate is proportional to
(thermal spread of beam/c)2.
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Why generation

Instability when resonant momentum runs around inner edge of
horseshoe. If there is a parallel velocity wavenumber component,
resonant momentum line cuts across horseshoe.

Graph shows
reduction in growth
rate for propagation a
few degrees off
perpendicular.

0.13

0.067

M

-0.17

-0.23

-0.3 _L

0.94 0.945 0.95
wave / cyclotron frequency

0.955 0.96
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Problem with Loss-Cone Mechanism

•A major problem with explaining the AKR by a loss-cone
instability is accounting for the power output.
•What sort of power might be available from our
mechanism?
•An upper limit can be obtained by assuming complete
quasilinear saturation of the instability, so the horseshoe is
flattened out in the perpendicular direction.

With magnetic field increase by a factor around 50, this gives a the fraction of the
power transferred to the wave to be around 10%.
The power needed to explain observed levels of AKR is of the order of a few percent of
the beam energy at most.



Rutherford Appfeion Laboratory
Applications

There are many situations in space and astrophysics where a
combination of particle beams and converging magnetic fields exists.

One application we have looked at is to emission from the star UV
Ceti - see "Can late-type active stars be explained by a dipole magnetic
trap", B J Kellett et ai, Mon. Not. R Astron. Soc. 329,102 (2002).

Maser radiation generated in magnetic traps — Bingham, Cairns,
Phys. Fluids, 7, 3089, 2000.

Application to astrophysical shocks — Bingham et al., Ap.J., 2003 (in
press).

Main feature of interest - transient X-ray emission from hot electrons
followed by bursts of radio emission.



c Laboratory Application
ftutherford Appleion Laboratory * / i i

Theory and observations from the auroral regions suggest
that this instability can be reasonably efficient in
converting beam energy to radiation.

It depends only on dimensionless parameters like the ratios
of the various characteristic frequencies and the factor by
which the magnetic field increases.

Can it be scaled to be the basis of a useful device for
generating high power, high frequency radiation in the
laboratory?

Joint research programme between Universities of
Strathclyde, St Andrews and the Rutherford Laboratory.
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UV Ceti

Planetary

Aurora

How "blue sky" research
can lead directly to
practical laboratory
experiments

Laboratory
Experiment

Animation courtesy of NASA

10 kW e-beam => 1 kW Radiation
At the cyclotron frequency

Converging in
field geometry

Cyclotron
Maser radi

Energetic
electron
beam



Radio Emission Mechanism - Everywhere!?
Rutherford Appleton Laboratory

• Polarised radio emission from active stars
(and the Sun!)

• Kilometric and Decametric radio emission
from Earth, Jupiter, etc.

• Pulsar radio emission mechanism?
- Newly discovered binary pulsar is the perfect "laboratory

for studying this!

• Highest Energy Cosmic ray air showers?
• Laboratory!
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Rutherford Appleton Laboratory
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Pulsar model — from
observations

V
T3

cr>

CM

b>

Electron "bunching" - Theory

The black-and-white image on the left is a picture derived from radio
observations of many different pulsar "polar caps".

The colour images are simulations of electron "self-organised" bunching
in a converging/diverging magnetic geometry ...
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Low scale
freight flare
loops - X-ra
emission '

So, in order to perform an experiment, we simply need to construct a
converging magnetic field ...

... and then fire in an electron beam!
(couldn't be simpler - at least for an astronomer! - it might be a little
more difficult to actually build ... )
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Modelling the Laboratory Experinn
Shown are some simulations for the laboratory experimental configuration.

Distribution Functions
r= 1 r = 9 r= 17

IM " - :

Q)



Rutherford Appl«on Laboratofy Simulations

The experiment was developed with the support of
simulations using the PiC code KARAT
It was impossible to achieve large magnetic compressions
(-30) within the confines of the laboratory environment
whilst retaining adiabatie conditions, the simulations codes
were used to model a realistic compression regime
A 2D cylindrically symmetric system was chosen for the
simulation model, the simulation was tuned to bring the
electrons into resonance with azimuthally symmetric modes
of radiation

Radiation emissions from the electrons were modelled,
including the impact on their distribution functions
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Electron Beam Trajectories Predicted by
KARAT

Electron beam trajectory and simulation geometry with solenoids
depicted for reference
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Beam distribution results from the KARA
simulation code.
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FKH ns

M

Z-
U

Q.

2G.0 40.0
t , ns:

-11.6-11.7 GHz!
NB: Note predicted frequency

j

LJ

I . I LJ

20 . Q



C C L R C Solenoids
Ruttierford Aooteton Laboratory K^T V F M.^/ M.M. V F M. V * kJ

Construct from 7mm OD, 2mm ID insulated OFHC
copper tubing (total length > lkm) wound on non-
magnetic formers, tubing is core cooled by water at
20Bar

Drive up to 6 Solenoids independently up to 600A
with 120kW DC power supplies

Allows flexible control of the magnetic field
configuration and therefore of the rate and degree of
magnetic compression



C C L R C
Ruttierford Appleton Laboratory Solenoid Configi

Axial magnetic field profile of AKR experiment
[Bz/Bl0 = 34)

— Experimental magnetic field profile
— End ofsolenoid 1 (diode coil)
— Position of cathode



C C L R C
Rutfierford Appleton Laboratory During Construction

Solenoid 1: 4 Layers, Length = 0 25m, F^ = 0.105m, Curre nt = 75A.
Solenoid 2: 2 Layers, Length = 05m, 1^ = 0.105m, Current = 60A.
Solenoid 3: 10 Layers, Length = 05m, 1̂ = 0.05m, Current = 250A.

Solenoid4: 2 Layers, Length = 0.11m, R|= 0.12m, Current = 250A.
Solenoid5: 2 Layers, Length = 0.11m, R|= 0.12m, Current = 250A.

Solenoids 1 and 2 complete and mounted on the solenoid winding rig. A shared UPVC
former was used with the excess visible next to the end capstan.



L RC
Rutherford Appleton Laboratory

Coil fabrication
complete,
experimental
chamber evacuated
to 109Bar

Water cooling
pump/distributors
and drive power
supplies installed

Major apparatus
assembly completed

Experiments now
underway

Experimental Progress



L RC
Ruttierford Appleton Laboratory Apparatus



C C L R C
Ruttierford Appleton Laboratory Electron Gun and Faraday Cup



L RC
Ruttierford Appleton Laboratory Microwave output

Rectifying crystal output vs cutoff filter specification

0.04

0.02

M

-0.14

— No filter
-11.5GHZ cutoff filter
-12.7GHZ cutoff filter

Time (ns)
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^CCLRC
^S*v Ruttierford Appleton Laboratory

Microwave output frequency
C2S

Time (ns)

300

NB: Note observed
freqdeh6fll.7i GHz!

120

100 Amplitude (relativeT dB)

4 6 e 10
liequency/GHz



C C L R C
Ruttierford Appleton Laboratory

01
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Microwave An
Azimuthzl mode profile for a diode solenoid current of 40A
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L RC
Ruttierford Appleton Laboratory Mirroring of Electron Beam

IbeanVldiode vs Mirror Ratio Bz /
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Rutherford Appleton Laboratory Summarv

An experiment has been devised to investigate a proposed new
mechanism for Auroral Kilometric Emission

The apparatus has been developed in conjunction with PiC code
simulations of the geometry and field configurations to allow the
formation of an electron beam having a horseshoe distribution in
phase space via a highly configurable process of magnetic
compression

Major component fabrication is now complete

Experiments to test the validity of the mechanism are underway
with the results being compared against recent developments of
the theory (at St. Andrews University) to account for a metallic
bounded geometry



CCLRC (^on elusions
Rutherford Aooteton Laboratory X^> V7 JLA ^ ^ A \M. KJ 1 \ / 1 1 kJ

# The cyclotron maser instability generated by the
horseshoe distributions observed in the auroral zone
can easily account for the AKR emission, stellar radio
emission, pulsars?.

# Laboratory AKR Experiment - table-top aurora"

# Confirms horseshoe generation mechanism

# Bandwidth and mode conversion agree with theory

# We have direct access to a "laboratory" for studying the
radio emission from planetary and stellar sources!



Rutherford Appleton Laboratory Future Wor
Accurate characterisation of the emitted radiation (frequency, power
modal content)

Investigate growth rate of the instability by reconfiguring the
apparatus to act as an amplifier

Compare measurements of growth rate with theory

Understand if the instability may have practical implementations
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